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Using the Lagrange dual formulation for convex control problems [2] we obtain error esti
mates for finite element approximations. The earlier analysis [4] of the Ritz-Trefftz method for 
quadratic cost problems with affine inequality state and control constraints is extended to treat 
the general convex case. Also two new variations of the Ritz-Trefftz metod are introduced and 
analyzed. 

Introduction 

Earlier [4] we considered Ritz-Trefftz approximations to quadratic cost control 
problems with affine inequality constraints on the state and the control. Two new 
variations of the Ritz-Trefftz method are now introduced, and the previous ana
lysis is extended to treat the general convex problem. For other recent work in in
finite element theory for contrained control problems, see papers by Malanowski 
[11-14], Lasiecka and Malanowski [7, 8], Holnicki [17] and Dontchev [18]. 
An outline of the paper follows: 
Section 1 - Introduces the convex control problem along with its Lagrange dual, · 

and discusses the regularity of solutions. 
Section 2 - Develops minimum principles that are needed to evaluate the dual 

functional. 
Section 3- Formulates the finite element approximations. 
Section 4- Develops a general theory for estimating the error in dual appro

ximations. 
Section 5 - Bounds the error in approximating functions with restricted range. 
Section 6 - Applies the results of the previous sections to estimate the error in 

dual approximations to control problems. 
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1. Duality and Reqularity 

The Ritz-Trefftz method involves two ideas: 

(i) Duality - the originai problem is replaced by its dual. 

(ii) Finite elements - the dual multipliers are approximated by finite element 
subspaces. 

In this section, we . summarize both Lagrange duality principles and regularity 
properties for· convex control problems. A knowledge; of solution regularity is nee
ded to estimate the error in piecewise polynomial approXimation. 

The following notation is used for spaces of functions f: [0, 1]-* R": 

CP (R") Functions with continuous derivatives through order p. 

A (R") Absolutely continuous functions. 

BV (R") Functions of bounded variation that are left continuous on [0, 1). 

Loo (R") Essentially bounded functions. 
1 

LP (R"} Functions with J lf(t)IP dt<oo 
0 

where 1·1 denotes the Euclidean norm. The argument R" above is omitted when the 
range is clear from context. Finally, we let 11·11 and 1·1 denote the L 2 and L oo norms 
on [0, 1], respectively. · · 

(C) 

Consider the following control problem: 

1 

minimize {C (x, u)= J f(x (t), u(t), t) dt} 
0 

subject to .X (t) = A (t) x (t) + B (t) u (t) for almost every t E [0, 1] 

Kc (u (t), t)~O\ for al~ t E ro: 1] 
Ks (x (t), t)~OJ . 
x (0)=x0 , X EA (R"), u :" U (R"') 

(1.1) 

where Kc and Ks are vector valued with range in Rmc and R 111
', respectively. (C) is 

assumed to satisfy conditions (1.2)-(1.4) below, but first some notation is needed: 
Given two symmetric matrices M 1 and M 2 , the statement M 1 > M 2 means that 
M 1 - M 2 is positive definite. If g: R111

' x R111 2 x ... x R 1111 -* R, we let V j g and VJ g de-
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note the gradient and the Hessian respectively of g (Yt> ... , y 1) with respect to 

yj where hER"'" for k= 1, ... , l. We assume the following: 

A and B are Lipschitz continuous while J, Kn K., and V 1 K. ( ·, ·) are C2
• (1.2) 

Both f ( ·, ·, t) and the components of K. ( ·, t) and Kc ( ·, t) are convex for all 

t E [0, 1]. Moreover, there exists cr.>O such that 

Vif(z, t)>cr.l (1.3) 

for all z E R"+m and t E [0, 1]. 

There exists a continuous control ii, a corresponding trajectory x, and a constant 

fJ < 0 such that 

(1.4) 

for all t E [0, 1], j= 1, ... ,me, and i= 1, ... ,m •. 

Using classical techniques in convex analysis, (1.2)-(1.4) imply for (C) the exi

stence of an optimal control u':· E L 2 and a corresponding trajectory x':· EA, and 

all optimal controls are equal almost everywhere. Furthermore, by Appendix 2, 
u':· EL00

• 

, The dual of (C) is now introduced. Given a measurable set [c [0, IJ, let < ·, · ) 1 

denote the U inner product on I and set<·, · >=< ·, _: )[o, 11 . If fc [0, I] is the union 

of intervals and f E BV (R"), define the functional [/, · ]r as follows: 

[/, gJr=.f g (tY df(t) 
I 

for all continuous functions g, and set[·,·]=[·, ·][0 , 11 . 

The Lagrange dual function associated with (C) is given by: 

!£ (p, },, v)=inf {f (x, u)= C(x, u)+<p, x-Ax-Bu) +(),,Kc(u)) + [v, K.(x)]: 

x (0)=x0 , x EA (R"), u EL 00 (R'")}; (1.5) 

and the Lagrange dual to (C) becomes: 
' . 

(D) sup [f£(p, A., v): (p, v) EBV, }, ELl, }, ~0, v(1)=0, v nondecreasing}. 

Now recall our strong duality result [2]: 

THEOREM 1.1.. If (1.2)-(1.4) hold, then there exist optimal solutions (x':·, u':·) to 

(C) and (p':·, k:·, v':·) to (D) with C(x", u':·)=f£ (p'\ ,r:·, v':·). Moreover, (x':·, u'') 

achieve the minimum in (1.5) for (p, A., v) =(p':·, k:·, v':·) and the following complemen

. tary slqckness conditions hold: 
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To guarantee Lipschitz continuity properties for solutions of (C) and (D), we 
assume that the binding constraints satisfy an independence condition: 

There exists y > 0 such that for all t E [0, 1] and all z, we have : 

[[Gc (t)T, B (t)T G. (t)T] z [ ~ y [z[ (1.6) 

where Gc (t) is the matrix whose rows are the gradients evaluated at u'' (t) of compo
nents of Kc ( ·, t) corresponding to binding constraints for u•:- (t). The matrix G. (t) 
is defined similarly. 

By [3] we have: 

THEOREM 1.2. If (1.2)-(1.4) and (1.6) hold, there exist optimal solutions (x•:-, u•:-) 
to (C) and (p'', ,p:-, v'') to (D) such that (u'",p'", ..r:-, v•:-) ate Lipschitz continuous on 
[0, 1), and ( x'" ( · ), q'.,. (·)=V~ K. ( · ::- ( · ), · )T v•:- ( ·)-p'' ( ·)) have Lipschitz conti
nuous derivative on [0, 1). 

As noted in [3], the interval of Lipschitz continuity is [0, 1) since v•:- may be 
discontinuous at t = 1. Although the regularity given by Theorem 1.2 is sharp, it 
was noted in [4] that the primal and dual solutions are generally very smooth except . 
at the points where constraints change from binding to nonbinding. At these 
"contact points", the first derivatives of (u'',p\ .~t::-, v'') and the second derivatives 
of (x•:-, q'') are usually discontinuous. Throughout this paper, we let (x'", u•:-) and 
(p'', ..r:-, v•:-) denote optimal solutions to (C) and (D) respectively, which possess 
at least the regularity given by Theorem 1.2. 

REMARK 1.3: Although many of the theorems in this paper are valid under much 
weaker assumptions than (1.2)-(1.4), we often begin theorems with the phrase "sup
pose that (1.2)-(1.4) are satisfied" in order to shorten the exposition. 

2. Minimum Principles 

In this section, we study the evaluation of the dual functional. Since the value 
of .2 is given through a minimization problem, the (x, u) pair achieving the mi
nimum in (1.5) shall be characterized. Also recalling that the error in finite element 
approximation depends on the regularity of the variables being approximated, 
we change from the unknown p in the dual functional, to smoother variables. 

If p and v are absolutely continuous on [0, 1] and [0, 1), respectively, we can 
integrate by parts cf (x, u) in (1.5) to get: 

/ (x, u)=/~ (x, u)+p (l)T x (1)-p (O)T x 0 -K.(x (1), 1Y v (1-) (2.1) 

where 

/ 0 (x, u)=C(x, u)-(p, x)-(p, Ax+Bu)+(A., Kc (u))+(v, K. (x)). (2.2) 
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Moreover, f 0 can be expressed in the form 

1 

/ 0 (z)= J h (z (t), 17 (t), t) dt (2.3) 
0 

where ' 

{
z (t)T =(x (t)Y, u (tY) 

17 (t)T = (p (t)r, p (t)Y, A. (t)T, v (t)T) 
(2.4) 

h (z (t), 17 (t),[t~:~~~z (t), t)+rt (t)Y g ](z (t), t) 

( () )
= -A(t)x(t)-B(t)u(t) 

g Z t ' t Kc ( U (t), t) . 
l Ks (x (t), t) 

(2.5) 

From the identity (2.1), we see that the minimization (1.5) can be uncoupled 
as follows: 

ff' (p, A, v) = ff' o (p, A, v) + ff' 1 (p (1), V (I-)) - p (O)T Xo (2.6) 

where 

1 

ff'o (p, A., v) =inf {J h(z(t), 17 (t), t) dt: z E AxL00
} (2.7) 

0 

(2.8) 

l)efining the functional 

ff' 1 (y)=inf {yT x: x ER", K. (x, 1)~0}, (2.9) 

recall the classical duality result: 

(2.10) 

and if 2 1 (y)>-oo, there exists o(y) such that ff' 1 (y)=ff'1 (y,o(y)). Combining 
(1.5), (2.6), and (2.10), we have: 

LEMMA 2.1. If (1.2)-(1.4) hold, then program (D) with the additional constraint 
that p and v are absolutely continuous on [0, 1] and [0, 1) respectively, is equivalent 
to the program: · 

sup { ff' o (p, A., w) + ff' 1 (p (1))-p (O)T x 0 : (A., w)~O, pEA, (J,, w) E V}. (2.11) 

That is, the value of (2.11) and (D) are equal. If (p''-, A.", v'") solve (D), then 
(p''-, x:·, w'<=v':·) solve (2.11). Conversely, if(p':-,x:·, w':·) solve (2.11), then (p'<, x<, v'") 
solve (D) where 

t 

v'< (t) = b (p':· (1))+ J w'" (s) d~. • 
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The evaluation of 2! 0 is now considered. Using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 below, 
we shall establish the following : 

(i) For all t E [0, 1], there exists z (t) which minimizes h ( ·, 1J (t), t). 
'(ii) z ( ·) is measurable and absolutely integrable. 

1 

(iiQ 2!0 (p, ;t, v)= J h (z (t), 1J (t), t) dt. 
' 0 

Our earlier paper [2], in contrast to (i)-(iii), assumed the existence of z EA XL 00 

achieving the minimum in (2.7) and in [2, Theorem 5] we stated that z satisfied 
a minimum principle. Now we show that the dual function can be evaluated by 
integrating a pointwise minimum. Moreover, :Z ( ·) need only be L 1 . 

LEMMA 2.2. Let KcR" be nonempty, closed, and convex, EcR'", h: R" x Rm~R 
be differentiable in its first n arguments on K x R"', and assume that there exists 
a > 0 such that 

' . 

h (y, ~)~h (z, ~)+ vl h (z, ~) (y-z)+a ly-zl2 (2.12) 

for all y , z E K and~ EE. Then for all ~ E E, there exists a unique z (~) E K satisfying 

h (z (~),~)=minimum {h (y, ~):yE K} ; (2.13) 

and given i E K, we have 

lz (~)-i l::::; IV1 h (i, ~) 1/ a. (2.14) 

Also, if V 1 h (z, ·) is continuous for all z E K, then z ( ·) is continuous on E, and 
if, moreover, V 2 V 1 h ( · , ·) is continuous, then z ( ·) is Lipschitz continuous on 
bounded subsets of E. 

Proof. For related results, see [3] and [7, Theorem 1]. The existence of z (0 satis
fying (2.13) follows classically from (2.12) and the fact the K is closed. To obtain 
(2.14), insert z=i and y=z (~)into (2.12) and observe that h(z(~), ~)-h (i, ~)::::;0. 
Now consider the continuity results. 

Given ~ 1 ,~2 EE define z1 =z(~ 1) and z2 =z(~2). Since h satisfies (2.12), we 
have the classical [11, p. 11] monotonicity of derivative: 

2a lzt -Zz l2
::::: (Vl h (zl, ~l.)- Vl h (zz , ~l.)] (zl -Zz). 

By the convexity of K, the following inequalities also hold [11, p. 10]: 

l O::::; Vl h(z l,~l) (Zz-Zt) 

O::::; V1 h(z2 ,~z) (zt-Zz). 

Adding the relations (2.15)-(2.16), we get: 

2a lzt -zz l2::::: [Vl h (zz, ~z)- Vl h (zz, ~1)] (zt-Zz); 

and by the Schwarz inequality, we conclude that: 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 
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If V 1 h (z, ·) is continuous for all z E K, then (2.17) implies that z ( ·) is con
tinuous on E. Moreover, if V 2 V 1 h ( ·, ·) is continuous, (2.17) gives us: 

1~1 - ~21 . 
!z1-z2!:( 2CI. or::_sa:

1
!V2 V1h(:z2~~ 1 +s(~2 -~1 )) !. (2.18) 

By (2.14) and the fact that V 1 h (z, ·) is continuous, we s~e that z ( ·) is uni
formly bounded on any bounded subset E0 cE. Hence the second derivative in 
(2.18) is bounded uniformly for all ~1 , ~2 E E0 , and the proof is complete. • 

LEMMA 2.3: Suppose that rp: R" x [0, 1J~R, z: [0, l]~R", and K: R"X [0, l]~R111 

have the following properties: 

(1) , z E V, K ( ·, ·) and rp ( ·, t) are continuous for all t E [0, 1 ], and rp (y, ·) is 
measurable for all y o::; R". 

(2) K (z (t), t):(O for all t E [0, 1] and rp (z (t), t) =inf { rp (z, t): z ER", K(z, t):(O} 
for almost every t E [0, 1]. 

(3) There exists g: R x [0, 1] ~ [0, oo) such that g (s, ·) E V for all s~ 0, g (., t) 
is monotone nondecreasing, and for all z E cco, we have: 

lrp (z (t), t) i:(g(lzl, t) 

for almost every t E [0, 1] . 

( 4) The components of K ( ·, t) are convex for all t E [0, 1 ], and there exists 
y < 0 and z E cco such that 

K(z(t),t)j<yfor all !E[O,l] andj=1,2, ... ,m. 

Then we have 

1 1 

J rp (z(t), t) dt=inf{J rp(z(t), t) dt: zE C"O, 
0 0 

K(z(t),t)~Oforall t E [O,lJ}. (2.19) 

In our present applications, K is vacuous; however, the inclusion of the con
straint K (z (t), t)<O only increases the length of the proof slightly and in a sub
sequent paper [5], we consider cases where K is nonvacuous. 

Proof of Lemma 2.3. By assumptions (1)-(3), rp(z(·), ·)is measurable and lies 
below the V function g(lzl, ·)almost everywhere on [0, 1]; hence, the integral 
of rp ( z ( · ), ·) exists. We first prove the following assertion: 

.. Given s>O, there exists a closed set Ec[O, 1] and yE c oo such that 

(i) meas (E)~ 1-s, 

(ii) K (y (t), t) < 0 for all tEE, 

(iii) I rp ( z (t), t)- ~Q (Y (t), t) l :( s for almost every tEE, (2.20) 

where meas ( ·) denotes Lebesgue measure. 
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Since l is measurable, for all e>O there exists a continuous function z and a 
closed set E 1 such that meas (Et)~ 1-s/3 and z (t)=z (t) for all t E E 1 (Lusin's 
Theorem). Define the function z;. = },£+(1-).) z where z was given in assumption 
(4). By the convexity of K ( ·, t), we see that 

{2.21) 

andj=1,2, .. . ,m. Since rp(·,t) is continuous and lz-z;.I~A.Iz-£1, Egoroff's 
Theorem implies the existence of a closed set E 2 c£1 and A.>O such that meas 
(E1 -E2)~e/3 and 

irp (z (t), t)- rp (z;. (t), t )I ~e/2 

for all t E E2 • 

Now use a mollifier to approximate z;. with a coo function. That is, select (JE C"" 
with support ((J)c [ -1, 1] and 

+1 

J (}(s)ds=l. 
-1 

FortE [0, 1], define: 
t+ 1/k 

zk(t)=k J Z;. (s)(}(k(s-t))ds 
t-1/k 

where we set z;. (s)=z;. (0) for s~O and z;. .(s)=z;. (1) for s~l. 

Since {zk} converges uniformly to z;. and rp ( ·, t) is continuous, Egoroff's The
orem again implies the existence of a closed set £ 3 c E2 and k > 0 such that 
meas (E2 -E3)~e/3 and 

irp (z;. (t), t)-~o (zk (t), t) i ~s/2 

for all t E E3 and k~k. Furthermore, since K is continuous and (2.21) holds, there 
exists k > 0 such that 

K(zk(t), t)<O for all tE£3 and k~k. 
0 

Selecting E=E3 and y=zk for any k~max {k, k}, we get (2.20). 

Now given yE coo and a closed set Ec [0, 1] such that K(y (t), t) <0 for all 
t E E, we establish the following: 

For all <5>0, there exists an open set D and z E c oo such that 
EnD is empty, meas (D)< J, z (t) = y (t) for all tEE, z (t) = 
=z (t) for all trf=Eu D, lzl ~ IYI + lzl, and K(z(t), t)~O for 
all t E [0, 1]. (2.22) 

Since we have E closed, K (Y ( · ), ·) uniformly continuous on [0, 1 ], and 
K(y(t),t)<O for all t E E, there exists L1>0 such that K(y(s),s)<O whenever 
d(s,E)=inf{ ls-tl: tEE}~L1. Given b>O, recall that for Lebesgue measure there 
exists an open set D 1 ::;)E such that meas (D 1 -£)<minimum {J, Ll} (see [16, 
Theorem 2.17]). Defining the open set D 2 ={t: d(t,E)<L1}, we set D=D1 nD2 • 
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By [1, Theorem 3.14], there exists wEC 00 such that O~w~l, w(t)=l for all tEE, 
and support (w)cD. Therefore, define z = wy+(l - w)z and D='J:J-E. Observe 
ili~ I 

( 

z (t) = y (t) for all t E E, 

z(t) =z(t) for all tE([O, 1]-D), and 

K(y(t), t) ~ O for all tEDcD2 • 

Since K (z (t), t)~O and K ( ·, t) is convex, we see that the convex combination 
z=wy+(l-w)Z satisfies K(z(t),t)~O for all t ED. Hence K(z(t),t)~O for all 
t E (0, 1]. 

To complete the proof of Lemma 2.3, we consider two cases: 
Case 1. rp (z) EV. 

By assumption (3), rp (z ( · ), ·) E V. Applying the continuity property of the 
Lebesgue integral [17, p. 32, Exercise 12], for all p>O, there exists e<p such that 

(
J lrp (z (t), t)l dt<p l , 
F . whenever meas (F)~e. J lrp (z (t), t) l dt<p 

(2.23) 

F 

Now choose ;:; such that (2.23) holds, let E and y satisfy (2.20), and set M= 

= IYI + lzl. Similar to (2.23), there exists <5>0 such that 

J g (M, t) dt~p whenever meas (F)~J. 
F 

Letting D and z satisfy ,(2.22), observe that 

1 

IJ [rp (z(t), t)-rp (z (t), 1)] dt l ~ J lrp (z(t), t)-rp (z (t), t)l dt+ 
0 E ' 

+ J lrp c.z (t), t) 1 dt+ f /rp (z (t), t) 1 dt+ f 1 rp cz (t), t) / dt ~ 
EC D £C 

~;:;meas(E)+p+ J g(M,t)dt+p~4p (2.24) 
D 

since e ~p, meas(E)~l, and meas(D)~J (we use the notation Ec =[O, 1]-E). 
As p-+0, we get (2.19). 
Case 2. rp (z) rt V. 

Let p>O be fixed; by the construction in Case 1, for all f3>0, there exists a 
closed set E and z .E C "" such that meas (Ec)~/3, K(z(t), t)~O for all t E [0, 1], and 

1 IJ rp(z(t),t)dt- J rp(z(t),t)dtl ~3p. 
E 0 

(2.25) 

Thus the proof is complete since 

J rp(z(t),t)dt-+-oo as meas (Ec)-+0. • E 
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Let us apply Lemmas 2.2-2.3 to evaluate !I! 0 • Introducing the function 

li (t)=inf {h (z, 17 (t), t): z E R"+m}, (2.26) 

we have: 

CoROLLARY 2.4. If (1.2) and (1.3) hold, (jJ, v, A) E Li7" and (2, v)~O, then there exists 
z EL 1 such that 

h(t)=h (z (t), 17 (t), t) for almost every t E [0, 1] and 

1 

!I! o (p, 2, v) = J h (z (t), 17 (t), t) dt. (2.27) 
0 

Proof. Defining ~ = (17 (t), t), Lemma 2.2 implies the existence of z (t) satisfying 
(2.27) for all t E [0, 1], and z (t) depends continuously on ~. Since 17 ( ·) is measu
rable, we conclude that z ( ·) is measurable. Applying (2.14) with z = 0 and integra
ting over [0, 1], we obtain: 

therefore, z E L 1 • 

Finally, we utilize Lemma 2.3 with rp (z, t)=h (z, 17 (t), t) and K vacuou&. Ob
serve that 

1 

J rp (z (t), t) dt~ !I! o (p, J,, v) 
0 

1 

. ~ inf {I h ( z (t), 17 (t), t) dt: z E cro} 
0 

1 

= J h (z (t), 17 (t), t) dt, 
0 

where the last equality is (2.19). Hence the inequalities above are equalities and 
the proof is complete. • 

To summarize, the extremand in (2.11) consists of three terms: 

(1) p (Oyr' x 0 , 

(2) !I! 0 (p, ),, v), which is computed by integrating the pointwise minimum of 
h ( ·, 17 (t), t) over t E [0, 1 ], 

(3) !I! 1 (p (I)), the value of the program (2.9) for y = p (1 ). 

As rioted earlier, the convergence rate of finite .element approximations de
pends on dual variable regularity. We now exami1ie some changes of variables 
in the dual functional that improve the regulatriy. First let us consider affine state 
constraints of the form: 

Ks(x (t), t)=S (t) x (t)+s (t)~O. (2.28) 
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Defining the variable 

l 
q (t)=S(t)Tv(t)-p (t) for t E (0, 1) 
q (1)=0 
q(O)=q(O+), 

recall the following special case of results in [2]: 

15 

(2.29) 

LEMMA 2.5. If (1.2)-(1.4) hold and (p, },, v) are feasible in (D), then .!!? (p, A, v) > - oo 

only if q EA. 

Replacing p ( ·) by S ( · Y v ( ·)- q ( ·) in (1.5), and integrating by parts using 
the boundary condition q o-)=0, we get the equivalent dual functional: 

L (q, ), v)=.!l? (ST v-q, },, v) 

=inf {l(x, u)=J0 (x, u)+ [v, s]+ 
+(q (0)- S (O)Tv(O)Y x0 : x EA, u EL"'}, (2.30) 

where 
J 0 (x, u)= C (x, u)+<J,, Kc (u))+<q-ST v, Ax+Bu) +<4-ST v, x). 

Observe that ] 0 can be expressed in the form 

1 

10 (z)= J h (z (t), 17 (t), t) dt 
0 

where 
r z UY =(x (t)T, u (tY) 
117 (t)T = ( q (t)T, q (t)T, }, (t)T, V (t)T) 

l 
h (z (t), 17( .(t(),) t))~:l(,~(~j)'~::::,(: ~(:;), t) l 

g z 1
' t Kc(u(t), t) 

I -S (t) (B (t) u (t)+A (t) X (t))-S (t) X (t) 

(2.31) 

Defining h by (2.26), we have the following analogue of Corollary 2.4: 

CoROLLARY 2.6. /f(1.2)- (1.4) hold, (p, A, v) are feasible in (D), and .!!?(p,Jc, v)> -oo, 

then there exists z E L 1 such that 

l
li 

1

(t) = h (z (t), 17 (t), t) for ~!most every t E [0, 1] and 

J h (z (t), 17 (t), t) dt=inf {I h (z (t), r; (t), t) dt: z EA X L 00
}. 

0 0 ' 

Now let us consider the general convex state constraint: 

(2.32) 

• 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose that (1.2)-(1.4) hold and that (x, u) E A X L 00

, x(0)=x0 , (p, },, v) 
are feasible in (D), and define: 

I 

G (t)= vl Ks (x (t), t) for all t E [0, 1] 
q(t)=G(t)Tv(t)-p(t) for all tE(O, 1) 
q (1)=0 
q(O)=q(O+). 

(2.33) 
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Then (.X, ii) achieve the minimum in (1.5) if and only if q EA, and the following 

equations are satisfied for almost every t E [0, I]: 

0= V1 f(x (t), ii (t), t)+B (t)T (q (t)-G (t)Tv (t))+ v~ Kc (u (t), tY A (t) (3.34) 

and 

0= V1 f(x (t), ii (t), t)+4 (t)+A (tY (q (t)-G (t)T v (t))-G (t)Tv (t). (2.35) 

Proof. The necessary conditions for a pair (.X, u) achieving the minimum in (1.5) 
was established in [2] while the sufficient condition is a classical result for convex 
optimization [li, p. 12]. • 

CoROLLARY 2.8. Suppose that (1.2)-(1.4) hold, (p, },, v) are feasible in (D), p and 
v are absolutely continuous on [0, I] and [0, 1) respectively, and (.X, U) achieve the 

minimum in (1.5). Then for the 11 ( ·) and h ( ·, ·, ·) defined in (2.4)-(2.5), we have: 

h (z (t), 11 (t), t)=inf {h (z, 11 (t), t): z E R"+m} (2.36) 

for almost every t E [0, 1] where zT =(iT, uT). 

Proof. Integrating by parts in (1.5), we observe that 

1 

£' (p, A, v)= J h (z (t), 11 (t), t) dt+p (I)T .X (1)-p (O)T x0 -

0 

-Ks(x(1), IYv(l-). (2.37) 

From Lemma 2.7, we obtain: 

(2.38) 

Since v(l-)::%;0 and the components of Ks(·, I) are convex, we conclude that: 

p (l)T .X (I) -Ks (x (I), IY v (1-)=£' 1 (p (I), v (1-)). (2.39) 

Combining (2.37), (2.39), and the decomposition (2.6), we get: 

1 

2 o (p, A, v)= J h (z (t), 11 (t), t) dt. (2.40) 
0 

On the other hand, £' 0 is; defined by 

1 

£"0 (p,A,v)=inf{J h(z(t),11(t),t)dt:zEA X L 00
}. (2.41) 

0 

Finally, (2.40), (2.41), and classical arguments give us (2.36) (See [2]). • 

Since q defined in (2.33) depends on .X, the associated minimizer in the dual 
functional (15), the transformation (2.30) only makes sense when Kc ( ·, t) is affine. 
A new transformation valid for general convex constraints is now described: 
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First observe that for given (x (t), q (t), v (t), A. (t)) with A. (t)~O, there exists 
a unique ii (t) satisfying (2.34). Since Kc ( ·, t)T A. (t) is convex and f(x (t), ·, t) 

is strictly convex, ii (t) is the unique solution of the program: 

minimize {f(x (t), u, t) + (q (t)- G (t)Tv (t)Y B (t) u 

+ Kc (u, t)T A. (t): U ER»>}. (2.42) 

Let (.X, v, A.) be given. Imposing the initial condition q (1) =0, the system (2.35) 
reduces to an initial value problem for q with ii (t) determined by (2.34). Let (q, ii) 
denote a solution to the system (2.34)-(2.35) that satisfies the initial condition 
q (1)=0, and define p=GT v-q where G is given in (2.33). Since Lemma 2.7 is 
both necessary and sufficient, we see that the given .X and the computed ii achieve 
the minimum in the dual function (1.5) for (p=GTv-q, A., v). Let us choose 
(.X, },, v) for the "dual" variables. The dual function value associated with the triple 
(.X, },, v) is given by 

/(.X, A., v)=!l! (GT v-q, A., v). (2.43) 

Since (.X, ii) achieves the minimum in (1.5), the right side of (2.43) can be eva
luated by inserting (x, u)=(x, ii) into the extremand of (1.5). 

Since the initial value problem (2.34)-(2.35) is nonlinear (u (t) generally depends 
non linearly on q (t) ), the solution may not exist on the entire interval [0, 1]; ho
wever, for (.X, A., v) = (x'', A.'', v''), the solution (q, ii)=(q'\ u'') does exist [2]. Hence 
we can establish a local existence result. 

Define the set 

.Q={.u=(x, A., v): (.X, A., v) EL"" , A.~O}, (2.44) 

and for given ,uE.Q, let (q,ii)=(q(,u),u(.u)) denote the solution to the system 
(2.34)- (2.35) satisfying the' initial condition q (1)=0 (if this solution exists). Also 
define the sets: 

.Q, = {.u E .Q: l.u-.u':-1 ~e} 

.Q, ={.u = (x, },, v) E .Q,: lx-.X''I ~e} 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

LEMMA 2.9. Suppose that (1.2) holds, K. E C 3
, Kc_( ·, t) is convex for all t E [0, 1], 

and there exists rJ. > 0 such that 

V~ f (x, u, t)~ rJ.! 

for all x ER", u ER"', and t E [0, 1]. If we are given .u':- E .Q such that q (.u'') EA 
exists, then there exists c<oo and e>O such that q (.u) EA exists for all .u E .Q, and 
the following Lipschitz estimate holds: 

(2.47) 

2 
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for all Jl1> J.l2 E Q, where Jlk = (xk, vk, Ak), k = I, 2. Moreover, if the state constraints 
are affine, there exists c < oo and e > 0 such that: 

llu Ctt1)- u (pJII < c lltt1- Jl2 ll (2.48) 

for all p 1, p 2 E fJ,. 

Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the solution i1 (t) to (2.42) depends Lipschitz continuously 
on ( x (t), q (t), A (t), v (t)). Also observe that for affine state constraints G (t) = 
= S (t) while for more general state constraints, G (t) depends linearly on x (t). 
Combining these observations with Lemma AI of the appeandix completes the 

~~ . 
3. Dual Approximations 

Using the following three choices for dual variables, we develop finite element 
approximations to (C): 

(1) (p, A, w), 
(2) (q, A, v), 

(3) (x, A, v). 
Associated with these dual variables, we have the following feasible sets: 

9J1={B = (p,A,w):pEA,(A,w)EL\(A,w);;;,O, 2 1 (p(l))> - oo}, (3.1) 

and 

M={p=(q, A. v): q EA, A EL\ v EBV, 

q(1)=v (1)=0, A;;;,O, v nondecreasing}, (3 .2) 

F={a=(x, v, A): x EA, A EL\ v EBV, x (0)=x0 , 

A;;;,O, v (1) = 0, v nondecreasing, (2.34)-(2.35) 

has a solution q (a) EA satisfying q (a) (1)=0} (3.3) 

The corresponding dual problems are: 

sup { ff 1 (p (1)) + 2 0 (p, A., w)-p (OY x 0 : (p, A, w) E 9J1}, (3.4) 

sup {L (p): p E M}, (3.5) 

and 

sup {/(a) : a E F}. (3.6) 

As seen later, the advantages and disadvantages of approximations based on 
(3.4)-(3 .6) are the following: 

Advantages : 
(3.4) - applies to general convex state constraints, 9)( contains few constraints, 
(3.5) - high convergence rate for error, 
(3.6) - achieves same convergence rate as (3.5) using possibly lower dimensional 

spaces. 
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Disadvantages: 
(3.4) - low convergence rate for error, 
(3.5) - limited to affine state constraints, 
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(3.6) - the evaluation of the dual function involves integrating a differential 
equation. 

REMARK 3.1. If the state constraints of (C) are vacuous, then p= q, ill1=M, and 
programs (3.4) and (3 .5) are equivalent. 

The dual variables are approximated using finite element subspaces. Let P~ de
note a piecewise polynomial space consisting of polynomials of degree at most 
k-1 and maximum grid- interval h (no continuity restrictions at the grid points). 
To reduce the dimension of PZ, additional continuity restrictions may be imposed. 
That is, a dual variable could qe approximated by the subs pace sz = C' n PZ where 
r~k-2. ' 

Let us define the space 

-W·={f: [0, 1]--+R:j<•) EL"'} 

and let 1·1 T be the L"' norm on the set Tc [0, 1]. Recall [16] that for spaces sz 
defined by local nodal parameters, there exis~ an interpolation operator I: W 5 -+SZ 
such that for all f E ws and all grid intervals T, we have: 

(3.7) 

whenever j~s~k andj~r+1 where c is a constant that is independent of hand T. 
(For the remainder of this paper, oo > c~ 0 denotes a generic constant whose 
value is independent of h and T, and may change in different relations). 

For the control problem above, let sz be the Cartesian product of piecewise 
polynomial spaces, and set 

mZ=9nnsz, 
· M~=Mnsz, 

and 

The following approximations to (3.4)-(3.6) are considered: 

and 

sup { 2\ (p'' (1)) +2' o (p 11
, .Ah, w11

)-p'' (O)T Xo: (p 11
, .Ah, w11

) E ill1~}, 

sup {L (J-l1
'): f-l" E M~}, 

sup {l(ll"): ll 1'EF~}· 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

THEOREM 3.2. lf(1.2)-: (1.4) hold, there exists a solution to the programs (3 .11)-(3.13). 

------------------
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For brevity, the proof of Theo'rem 3.2 is omitted-this paper concentrates on 
error estimates. 

In Section 6, we show that the error in finite element approximations can be 
improved if we treat the grid points as free parameters. That is, we optimize the 
dual variables in the approximations (3.11)-(3.13) over both the nodal values and 
the placement of grid points. These free grid point sets are now introduced. 

Given an ordered set of nodes 0=t1 <t2 < ... <tN=1, let Pk(tL> ... ,tN) be the 
finite element space consisting of polynomials of degree at most k- 1 on each grid 
interval (ti> tH 1) (no continuity requirements). Define the sets 

.Jh= {(tl> ... , t 1): 0=t1 < t2 < ... <t1= 1, 

1~2/h, ti + t-ti~h for all j} 

S~ =C'n{ U Pk(r)}. 
T E ::\h 

Fimilarly, sets illl~, .M~, and P: are «btained by replacing in (3.8)-(3.10), sz by s~~ 

The mathematical descriptions of the sets: may seem a bit complex; however, 
' the computational implementation of free grid points sets is considerably simpler-

we first approximate (x':-, u':·) using fixed grid points, and estimate the contact 
points (where constraints change from binding to nonbinding); next we free those 
grid points that are in the vacinity of contact points, and optimize over both the 
nodal values and the placement of the free grid points. 

Appendix 1. Lipschitz Continuity for Differential Equations 

Consider the initial-value problem 

x (t)= f(x (t), rJ (t)), X (0)=x0 (AI) 

where x: [0, I]~R" and f: R" X R"'~Rn. Assume that for rt=r/' ELao, (AI) has 
an associated solution x':- EA . Let f1ll eR" x Rm be compact with (x':- (t), t~':- (t)) E tJ£ 
for all t E [0, I] and the distance between (x':- (t), t~':- (t)) and the boundary of f1ll 
bounded uniformly from zero. Define the set 

(A2) 

The following theorem is classical: 

LEMMA Al. If f( ·, ·) is Lipschitz continuous on !Jl, there exists e>O such that for 
allrJ E M(e), (AI) has an associated solution X [1'/] (·).Moreover, there exists a con
stant c < oo satisfying: 

II.X (rJt)-x (1'/2) 11 , llx (171)-x (rJ2)ll~c llrJt-rJ211 

for all rJI> 172 EM (e). 

(A3) 
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Appendix 2. Essentially Bounded Controls 

THEOREM A2. If (1.2)-(1.4) hold, and (x':-, u•=·) EA x V are optimal in (C), then 
u•=· EL00

• 

Proof. Setting z':-=(x'', u•=·) and z=(i, ii) where (.X, ii) were given in (1.4), (1.3) 
implies that 

f(z'' (t), t)~ f(z (t), t) +V 1 f(z (t), t) (z'' (t)- z (t)) 

Integrating over t E [0, 1 ], we get: 

Since f E C\ z E C0 ' and z•=· EL 2 ' (AS) shows that c (z'') > - o:). Therefore 
by [2, Theorem 2], there exists an optimal solution (p•=·, .r=·, v•=·) to (D), 2 (p'', 2'', v'') == 
= C (z•=·), and (A.':·, Kc (u'c)) =0= [v\ Ks (x•=·)]. 

Now define the function rp: Rm x [0, 1]~R as follows: 

rp (u, t)= f(x'' (t), u, t) + p':- (t)r (x•=· (t)- A (t) x•=· (t)-B(t) u) 
+A.':·(t)T Kc(u, t). (A6) 

We shall establish that 

rp ( u•=· (t), t) = inf { rp (u, t): u E Rm} (A7) 

for almost every t E [0, 1]. Let E denote the set of measure 1 consisting of those 
sE [0, 1] such that 2':- (s)T Kc (u'' (s), s)=O, .x•=· (s)-A (s) x'' (s)-B (s) u•=· (s)=O, 
and s is a Lebesgue point of the functions {p'' ( • )T ( .x•:- (·)-A ( ·) x•=· ( ·) ), f ( z':- ( • ), · ), 
p•=·(·)rB(·),A.''(·)}. Suppose that there exists sEE and uERm with rp(u,s)< 
< rp ( u'' (s ), s )-we show that this is impossible, and hence (A 7) holds. 

Define the interval 

16 ={tE [0, 1]: lt-sl::s;;c5}. 

Since sEE, we see that 

J rp (u::· (t), t) dt= J f(z•=· (t), t) dt 
16 h 

=f(z•=· (s), s) meas (16)+o (meas (/6)) 

= rp ( z•=· (s ), s) meas (/0) + o ( meas (/0)). (A8) 
Similarly, we have: 

J rp (u, t) dt= rp (u, s) meas (Jo)+o (meas (la)). 

Since rp (u, s) < rp (u'' (s), s), (A8) and (A9) imply that 

J rp (u, t) dt< J rp (u•=· (t), t) dt 
16 1o 

for c> ~ufficieritly small. 

(A9) 

(AlO) 
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Define the sets 

I~= {t E [0, 1]: t rt fo, ju':· (t) l ~k}, 

I!=[O, 1]-(/~ui~)={tE [0, 1]: trf=fo, ju':' (t) J>k}, 

and the control 

lit for t E I~ 

u~= u'c (t) for t E I~ . 
0 for t E I! 

By the continuity properties of Lebesgue integrals, we know that 

lim J [cp(u~(t),t)-cp(u':·(t),t)]dt= 
k-+ CJJ J;u/~ 

= lim f [cp (O,t)-cp (u':· (t), t)] dt=O (All) 
k -+ 00 /~ 

since meas(I!)-40 as k-4oo and (cp(O,·),cp(u':·(·),·))EL1 . Combining (AIO) 
and (All), we see that for J sufficiently small and ·k sufficiently large 

1 1 

J cp(u~(t),t)dt<J cp(u':'(t),t)dt=C(z'c), (A12) 
0 0 

by complementary slackness. Hence (Al2) along with the definition of If implies 
that for k sufficiently large: 

1 

If (p':·, A_'c, v':·)~ J cp (u~ (t), t) dt + [v':·, Ks (x':')] < C (z'c). (A13) 
0 

This contradicts the strong duality result that If (p'c, A.':·, v':·) = C (z':·), and (A 7) 
has been established. 

Define the function 

· A (u , t) = f(x':· (t), u, t)-p;:. (tY B (t) u. 

Since A_'c (t)~O~Kc (u':· (t), t) and A.':· (tY Kc (u':· (t), t)=O for almost every 
t E [0, 1], (A 7) and the convexity of cp ( ·, t) give us: 

A (u':· (t), t)=inf {A (u, t): u E R"', Kc (u, t)~O} (Al4) 

for almost every t E [0, 1]. Applying (2.14), we obtain: 

1 
2 c;: lu':· (t)-u (t)l ~ lv\ A (u (t), t) l, (A15) 

for almost every tE [O,l]. Therefore, u':·EL00 since jEC\ (x'c,u)EC 0 , and 
p':· EBV. • 

To be continued in next issue. 


